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and not rarely for the unschooled. The adolescent victor in
such contests wins by virtjie of striking a fresh note, the freshness on closer examinatioft consisting in a brave echo of
several dead authors and a dozen living successful ones. Since
in the terms of the Ames contest it was specified that the
play was to be one of popular appeal, there was room for
fearing the worst—say, a knockabout farce with pistol-play
attachment. The character of the judges in the contest pointed,
to be sure, in the other direction. But experience has shown
incredible selections made by men of apparently good judgment.
Until the prize play is given to the public, the general belief
will be that Messrs. Ames, Thomas, and Klauber have reason
to congratulate themselves that the anonymous contestant to
whom they awarded the prize should turn out to be a writer of
proved merit."

ordinary play-writers get? It is difficult to make a comparison,
for we lack evidence both as to fecundity of production and the
extent of the market. The prices named by Mr. Denoh for absolute sale are from a guinea to £30; the system of royalties has
hardly been introduced. It will come, and in America, where,
too, the best prices are obtained, the companies 'are going so
far as to give publicity to authors on the screen.' The cinematograph now represents an enormous trade and an efficient profession, if not a fine art, and perhaps it is not yet at the height
of its present development. Yet it seems to be using up its
material at an enormous rate. Mr. Denoh gives a formidable list
of threadbare titles, and we begin to wonder whether we shall
not have almost exhausted life in a few years, and so be constrained to adopt a somewhat slower fashion."

HOPE IN THE MOVIES

WHAT THE POLICE READ

|BRHAPS some of the disappointed 1,645 mentioned in the
article above will not take it amiss if their attention is
called to the most approved methods of writing a play for
the cinematograph. There must be some who are now convinced
that the drama, as the Brooklyn Eagle points out apropos of the
present competition, is " a most highly technical form of literary
composition, and that it is practically hopeless to try to write
a successful play unless you know all the rules of the game."
Mr. Ernest Dench has just pubHshed a manual which tells the
secrets of " Play-writing for the Cinema," and the Manchester
Quardian takes it up with a welcome because "we are told how
to apply a natural breeziness to the particular art." The Guardian proceeds:

-HATEVER THE WORLD at large may think of
detective stories, they do not win the esteem of those
whose business it is to follow up crime. The police
care least of all for this Une of literature—a fact discovered by
reports of the books most favored among those consigned by
the New York PubUc Library for use at the police stations.
The New York Times, in commenting on this discovery, finds
not much to wonder at:
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"Possibly their selection of standard and classic books has
been somewhat influenced by the opinion of the library authorities as to what they ought to read, that being an incUnation of
librarians everywhere. But the policemen, one is glad to see,
have not been deprived of fiction, and they have waded through
the old standbys, presumably with as much pleasure as any of
"The 'silent dramatist' is the man now, and those who have us have felt—which is saying a good deal if only one gets at the
been writing the antiquated sort of play in which dialog is the orthodox masterpieces betimes.
thing may study Mr. Dench on 'the writing and marketing of
"According to report, these particular readers find little of inscenarios,' which is 'one of the few branches of the literary pro- terest and nothing of profit in the ' detective stories' which have
fession that has not been fully exploited.' Mr. Dench is an such a wide sale with the ununif ormed public. The policemen say
efficient guide, and it might do some of the tame old play-writers that 'real' detective work is not done after the fashion of the sagagood to work under his directions in pure action for a time. cious heroes of Conan Doyle and his predecessors, and therefore
Action is delightfully emphatic, and the cinema actor will nat- they scorn romantic crime-hunting. This condemnation involves
urally express a shade of
the assumption that the
annoyance by gnashing
methods of 'practical'
his teeth; when the mere
men can not be bettered
writer gets back to his
—an assumption wildly
.;,i^^-^-^.
fallacious, but entirely
work the effect of such
natural. The police anthings should be seen in
tagonism to detective
a heightened and breezier
novels may be due in
diction. But if he desome part to the fact
cides to make a serious
that in almost every
attempt at the more
such book it is the
modern art he must masscientific amateur who
ter a fresh technique.
works all the miracles,
Something can still be
while the 'headquarters
done with words, for
man' is usually a comic
titles and screen mescharacter who laborioussages help to cement the
ly follows a false clue
'photo-play,' but in the
while the other fellow
use of these, and indeed
gets the results.
in every department of
" I n reading a detecthe profession, a great
tive story, too, the policedeal of discretion is
man would be apt to
necessary. Mr. Dench
forget that the object of
warns the novice that if
fiction is to be plausible,
his scenario' reads' funny
rather than to be accuthe expert will be susrate as to petty details,
picious; hterary fun is an
and that a ' mistake' may
irrelevance and does not
be intentionally made by
come out in pictures. Of
an author for the sake of
course you must have a
attaining some higher
happy ending, and it is
MH. A N D MRS. CONAN DOYLE, W I T H DETECTIVE BURNS
end of emphasis or exgood to write a taking
citement. As a matter
I s h e telling M r . Doyle what t h e poUce think of detective stories ?
synopsis that will at least
of fact, all the great adtempt the 'editor' to
vances in the task of
go on to the scenario. I t
crime - detection
have
is of no use to submit a
been made, not by poUcemen, but by scientists. This is true,
story with lions in it to a company that has not a menagerie— however, of so many professions and trades that 'the force' need
as some have—and it is well to note which companies have not be humiliated by it, and if the policemen would show a
such specialties as a fat comedian. Indeed, it is necessary to little more of the romancer's willingness to understand and utilexercise a good deal of common sense, just as in other ize the suggestions coming from the psychological laboratories,
professions.
considerably less of their work would probably be unsuccessful."
"And what of the pay? How does that compare with what
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AND THEN ON THIS.
LOOK FIRST ON THIS PICTURE
Sarah Bernhardt, on the left, finds the English tragedians who essay to play the r61e of Hamlet (like Sir Herbert Tree, for instance,on the
right) too broad of shoulder and stout of limb to comport with the anguish written on their faces.

FAT AND THIN "HAMLETS"
ME. SARAH BERNHARDT has, in all consoienoe,
had to stand enough banter from English critics on
her attempts to play Hamlet. Now she retorts on the
English tragedians who impersonate the Dane by declaring
that "their make-u;) may give them the appearance of romantic
heroes, but their square shoulders and solid limbs are utterly
out of keeping with the anguish exprest in their faces." If
this be so, the London Times sees Madame Bernhardt "adding
a new severity to the actors' already severe task." This paper
goes on to speculate on the plight of those actors whose Hamlets
are to eyes less sensitive than Madame Bernhardt's among the
distinctions of the English stage:

M

"We have all heard of the conscientious Othello who blacked
himself all over; and Mr. Arthur Bourohier grew a beard for
King Henry VIII. But more will be demanded in future of
him who would play Hamlet. Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson
might, perhaps, pass muster, but Mr. H. B. Irving must watch
his figure carefully; and think of the course of training to be
undergone by Sir Herbert Tree before he may attain the requisite fragility of appearance! Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, being
capable of all things herself, does not, perhaps, realize that not
in all human beings is the spirit so mightily master of the flesh
as in her marvelous and exquisite self. Her words, we fear, will
fall on deaf ears. English tragedians, sheltering themselves
unfairly behind the author's declaration that his hero was fat,
will decline to prepare for the part by fining themselves down to
a point at which they would be too weak to get through a single
soliloquy. We shall have to put up with their square shoulders
and their solid limbs; we must do the best we can with anguish
exprest in voice and face and the soul that shines through the
great actor's bearing, however 'beefy' may be his form. Not
for us the delicate joys of the ethereal Hamlet with sloping
Victorian shoulders and a trim waist, the Hamlet whose agony
finds expression in the elegant curves of the female form, the

Hamlet whose soul's irresolution speaks in the upper register.
Great Egypt, before her downfall, dreaded the ' squeaking Cleopatra' who would some day 'boy her greatness' on the public
stage; the sweet Prince, ere flights of angels winged him to
his rest, may have drawn an added hope from the thought of
the fair ladies who would one day show forth his 'immense soul'
without the 'virihty' which Mme. Sarah Bernhardt deplores'."
The Times can not forbear to think with Mme. Bernhardt
"in this matter of agony and square shoulders"; but finds it
possible to so hft one's soul that the physical eye shall not see
the physical deUnquency in the actor:
"Both in life and in the theater we demand of joy and grief
that they shall be housed in appropriate bodies. There are
men about with 'interesting,' melancholy faces; and these men,
whether they play for it or no, receive (usually from tenderhearted women) much sympathy and aifeotion—so long as their
faces remain melancholy. Let them 'give way to the jollity'
that must sometimes visit even men with melancholy faces,
and they are found to be uninteresting, even unpleasantly disturbing. On the other hand, the stout and jovial-looking man
is always a little ridiculous in sorrow, tho his emotional capacity
for suffering may be far greater than that of the most melancholylooking man that ever touched a tender heart. And, feeling
thus about real men, we bring the same standard into the
theater, in all its branches except low comedy. The more wobegone is the low comedian, the more we laugh at him; but to
modern tastes at least, which know nothing of the robustious
fellows of old, the tragedians must not be too hale and hearty.
There is some excuse for the partiality, for the theater appeals
to the mind through the eye as well as through the other senses;
but it shows that we are depending too much upon the eye if the
performance, say, of Materna as Kundry should have left us
remarking upon nothing but her figure, or if all that we had to
say of Irving's Romeo was that he did not look young enough for
the part. It takes an imaginative audience as well as a great
actor for the soul of tragedy to shine so clearly through his
physique that Hamlet's square shoulders may not interfere with
the passion and the beauty of Hamlet."
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